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Gift



Picking a gift for someone who already has a lot can be tricky. But instead of going for 
the usual stuff, try finding something special and different. Look into their hobbies and 
interests, and you might discover something they didn't even know they wanted. It's 

about surprising them with a gift that adds a little extra joy to their life, something 
they'll remember and appreciate

This Holiday Season

Gift Them Something Bold

Gift Them Kohler!



Evolution of 
Showering

Born from a mission to go beyond industry standards, Anthem mechanical and 
digital valves and controls enable superior showering performance.





Form Follows
Function

The fluid shape of Vive is an escape from the usual conventional form – creating 
a perfect harmony of timeless sleek design and functionality with grace.





Fill the Sleigh with a
Bidet (Seat)

The Pureclean bidet seat makes it easy to add freshness and assurance of personal 
cleansing to your existing toilet. With a sleek, low-profile seat design, Pureclean 

provides the superior cleansing of a bidet spray wand that's fully adjustable for position 
and water pressure. This manual cleansing seat requires no electricity or batteries and 

installs in minutes, connecting to the toilet's water supply line.



Kids
Friendly



Transform your sanctuary with the minimalistic magic of ModernLife EDGE™. Discover 
the contemporary aesthetics and ergonomic comfort of a specially designed seat and 
splash-free vessels, as you experience the unmatched hygiene of true rimless design.

World’s Slimmest
Bathroom Suite





Intelligence that 
Understands You

Kohler infuses intelligence to maximize comfort and convenience. Sculpted to 
perfection, Kohler’s intelligent toilets boast of precise features that exude luxury with 

individual comfort, taking personal cleansing to a heightened level. Adorned with 
minimalist and ergonomic designs and powered by smart, personalized features, the 
Kohler intelligent toilets are the perfect balance between art, technology, and design.





Make friends with
Matte Black

An edgy, masculine finish, Matte Black completes the dark range in a palette of tints for 
cool metal tones with a trend-setting matte luster.





Embark on a journey of 
Artistic Innovation

Artist Editions, where each product is a meticulously hand-crafted masterpiece, pushing the 
boundaries of material, form, and expression. Through a fusion of globally inspired techniques, 

Artist Editions challenges conventional norms, offering a unique and personalized touch to elevate 
living spaces. In a world dominated by mass production, these products stand as a testament to 

individuality and quality, inviting you to reimagine the possibilities of everyday items 





The Beginning
The Finish is Just

There are numerous ways to approach designing your kitchen or bathroom. Should you start with 
a style in mind or select your favorite products? Should you consider the wall color or the tile? 

Instead of fretting about what will work and what won’t, you should begin with a finish you love, 
pair that finish with the perfect faucet and base everything in your room off of that combination for 

a truly personalized look.




